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What is physics, and why would I want to study it? 
 

 

Introduction:                          

You are now looking forward to getting started with physics!  What is 

physics?  Why do you want to (or have to) study it?  This webquest will 

help you discern what physics is about, and why it is so important to 

you, not only as a student, but also as a regular person going about your 

day! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://school.discoveryeducation.com/clipart/clip/daydream.html


Task: 

Why is studying physics a worthwhile endeavor?  

You will develop a persuasive poster aimed at convincing other students that studying physics is 

really a worthwhile endeavor and that it is not merely a means to end for something that looks 

good on a transcript.  

By completing this Web Quest you should achieve the following goals:  

 develop an interest in the study of physics  

 use the power of the internet for exploring the subject of physics  

 analyze reasons to take physics in high school  

 formulate and support an argument that physics is a worthwhile endeavor  

 learn how to use a poster to highlight a persuasive argument  

You should be able to achieve these goals by completing a process where you take on the task of 

creating a persuasive argument to combat the rest of the school's ignorant views about physics.   

Process: 

Can you persuade your fellow classmates? 

What is Physics? What makes it tick? How is it relevant? These are not easy questions to answer. 

But if we are going to describe why physics is a worthwhile endeavor, it might make sense to 

"see" what physics does and what kinds of questions it can answer about ourselves and our place 

in the universe. 

 

Your poster should include: 

 

1. What is Physics?  

 

2. What are some things studied in Physics? 

 

3. Why is Physics important for High school students to learn? 

 

4. What does one do as a physicist? 

 

5. Why is physics important to everyone? Describe 5 applications of physics in everyday 

life.   

            

6. Identify 4 careers that non-physicists hold that use physics every day. Write a brief 

description of each. 

 

7. Use relevant graphics, pictures etc to make your work exciting 

 

Conclusion 
Hopefully everyone has motivation to learn physics!  Your research should show you how 

important it is in your every day life.  Hopefully, you found some careers that interest you. 

 



References 
Below are resources you may use to conduct research for your poster. Feel free to consult other 

sites as well. 

 

What is Physics? 

http://www.nevis.columbia.edu/~phypharm/intro/intro.html 

 

http://cnx.org/content/m13250/latest/ 

 

http://www.physics.usyd.edu.au/about/what_is.shtml 

 

http://www.physics4kids.com/ 

 

Why is Physics important? 

http://www.intuitor.com/physics/physmain.php 

 

http://www.tuition.com.hk/physics.htm 

 

http://www.physicsisawesome.com/blog/files/c03f4d862acc6624be22ddea9121f2f2-2.html 

 

Physics in our Everyday Lives 

 

https://studiousguy.com/10-examples-of-physics-in-everyday-life/ 

 

https://tuitionphysics.com/jun-2018/examples-of-physics-in-our-everyday-lives/ 

 

http://ezinearticles.com/?Physics-of-Everyday-Life&id=3340658 

 

Careers using Physics 

http://www.physics.org/article-careers.asp?contentid=435&pid=404&hsub=1 
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Required Elements  The poster includes all 
required elements as 
well as additional 
information. (11-12/12)  

Most required elements 
are included on the 
poster. (9-10/12)  

Approx. 70% of the 
required elements are 
included on the poster. 

(7-8/12) 

More than 40% required 
elements were missing. 
(<6/12)  

Graphics - Relevance  All graphics are related 
to the topic and make it 
easier to understand.  

All graphics are related 
to the topic and most 
make it easier to 
understand.  

All graphics relate to the 
topic.  

Graphics do not relate to 
the topic  

Attractiveness  The poster is 
exceptionally attractive 
in terms of design, 
layout, and neatness.  

The poster is attractive 
in terms of design, 
layout and neatness.  

The poster is acceptably 
attractive though it may 
be a bit messy.  

The poster is 
distractingly messy or 
very poorly designed. It 
is not attractive.  
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